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PRIVACY DISCLOSURE

To protect your privacy interests, you are advised of the following:

* In order to conduct our business with you, we may gather necessary information from you or 
others related to the transaction.  This may include, but not be limited to, any information 
bearing on your credit-worthiness.

* We will not disclose such gathered information except as necessary and allowed by law.

* Of Course, you have the right to refuse this necessary information gathering by simply 
deciding not to go forward with the transaction.

* We will exercise reasonable care to keep your information secure.

* This notice is regarding:

Defendant:

Bond amount: $

Case number:

Power number:

* Your signature acknowledges your being advised of your privacy rights, and that you have 
reviewed this notice.

>>  Copy delivered to signer

>>  Original maintained in bond file

PRODUCER:

Print Name:

Signature:

Date:
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